Kuching, Limbang advance to final

BY FAIZAL BUJANG

KOTA SAMARAHAN: Two squads from divisions far apart, Kuching in the south and Limbang from the north advanced to the final of the Tario Cup Sarawak Under 19 2013 football tournament which will be held at the Universiti Malaysia Sarawak (UNIMAS), Kota Samarahan at 8.15pm tomorrow.

Kuching defeated SFDP 17 3-1 in yesterday’s semifinal at Field 3 UNIMAS, here, but it was SFDP 17’s Zairul Fiki Keram who scored the lead in the 40th minute before Awang Kamarudin Awang Bohan found the equaliser in the 56th minute. Nor Azizi Ramlee struck another in the 74th followed by the third goal by Julahil Azid in the 85th minute.

Meanwhile, it was a different story in the other semifinal as Limbang barely beat Miri 2-1 at Field 1 UNIMAS, here yesterday.

Both teams were tied 1-1 up to the 90th minute when Mohd Husaini Huslin of Limbang scored the lead in the 21st minute and Ronnie Ak Jampa equalised for Miri in the 59th minute.

It was Mohd Alif Hassan of Limbang that denied Miri’s hopes of playing in the final when he found the net in the 109th minute.